SABCCI SHOW DUBLIN 2017-10-19

Judge Ms E Callan

Thanks To Ronnie for inviting me to judge at the double show today. I had a wonderful time
with the Non Pedigree and Pedigree pet sections. Beautiful selection of kittens and cats. I was
truly impressed with all of them, everyone was happy to be handled and all groomed and
prepared beautifully so thank you to all the owners.
Big thanks to Amber McCarthy for her help, I had a lot of fun, we will have to do it again
sometime!
NON PEDIGREE SECTION
LONGHAIR OR SEMI-LONGHAIR CATS OR KITTENS.
ANY LH/SLH KITTEN
1st & BOC: T Walsh's Jasmine
A stunning looking ginger tabby and white longhaired cat. She is only seven months old but she
has the size and personality of a show cat. She sat at the front of the pen watching everything, the
paw appearing through the bars at times.
Beautiful big round eyes that are copper, neat little ears, cute white shoes on her feet. Grooming
and presentation was excellent. A real sweetheart.
SHORTHAIR CATS OR KITTENS
ANY COLOUR SELF SH CAT
1st & BOC: A Weldon's Glenda
This girl was a vision in her pen. Beautiful coal black short fur and massive amber eyes wide
open looking out at us. She was a little shy but very easy to handle and once out on the table with
a few pets and ear scratches she relaxed into some purring. sleek athletic type body. Lovely ears
standing tall. Coat was so soft and she was presented beautifully. A very striking girl.
GINGER OR GINGER & WHITE SH CAT
1st & BOC: O Galligan's: Tiggy
A gorgeous big boy! Very happy to be handled and purred beautifully! large round green eyes
that looked a little worried but no fear in this guy at all. Groomed beautifully and his white fur (
and he had a lot of covering of white fur) was just sparkling, i was really impressed in how well
presented he was. He has the cutest little red goatee on his white inverted V that covers his nose
and mouth. He was my choice for best HHP, He just had me wrapped around his paw, such a
sweet boy.
TABBY OR TABBY & WHITE SH CAT
1st & BOC: E Floods Sweetie
This girl was curled up under her blanket when we got to the pen. She peaked out a little unsure
but was happy to come out to the table for us to see her. Amber did manage to get some purrs out
of her when she relaxed. Lovely mackerel tabby markings , striped tail. Cute little white socks on
her feet. She was groomed beautifully and the white sparkling. Gorgeous big round eyes that are
chartreuse in colour. A lovely girl and presented beautifully.
ANY OTHER COLOUR PATTERN SH CAT
1st & BOC: O'Galligan's Rocky:
Stunning Girl with a huge amount of white along with the most gorgeous rich chocolate brown
splodges mainly on the top of the body. She has an inverted V on her face that is almost
symmetrical. A very unusual looking girl in the most positive way. Her eyes were an aqua

colour, not blue not green but some diluted mix of the two. Her white fur was shining,
immaculately groomed. The chocolate fur felt like velvet. She is lovely condition. A very
friendly girl who was happy to be out of the pen and get cuddles.
PEDIGREE PETS
SHORTHAIR CATS OR KITTENS
1st &BOC: A Keller's Sapphire:
A gorgeous happy kitten! So confident, sitting at the front of the pen. Also a chatterbox. A deep
blue coat that was presented beautifully. She has a lovely long sleek body, she is growing into
herself and I look forward to seeing how she develops into adulthood. A beautiful little face, nice
large ears standing tall. An absolute sweetheart to handle, lots of purrs and wants to climb all
over you. I really liked her a lot. A little star.

